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ABSTRACT 

A weinberger array layout generator is presented that uses two dimensional folding. 
With this generator the layout of a circuit can be generated automatically from a 
description in logic formulae. An important feature of the generator is that the user 
can specify both shape and the relative positions of the terminals. This is of impor
tance if the generated layout is used as part of a larger layout. 

As a weinberger array consistsof NOR gates, any logic circuit can be implemented 
in this way. 

The weinberger array generator presented consists of three programs. The first 
program reads a file that describes the circuit to be generated in logic formulae. This 
file is transformed to a file that describes the vertical and horizontal strips of the 
weinberger array with the layout elements connected to them. Because a weinberger 
array consists of NOR gates, the program must map the logic formulae to NOR 
representation. This is done function by function by using De Morgans Rules. Redun
dant inverters are removed during this conversion. 

The interval file that was generated by the first program, is read by a two dimen
sional folding program ([TEEF88]), that will not be described here. This program 
assigns relative positions to the vertical and horizontal strips. This program is able to 
map one or more vertical strips to one column and one or more horizontal strips to one 
row. In this way, a large reduction of the layout can be achieved. The relative position 
of each strip is written to a coordinate file. 

With the interval file and the coordinate file the third program generates the layout 
of the circuit in the LDM layout description language. Due to the use of two technol
ogy files, a layout is generated that can be adapted to another technology. The two 
most important problems this program has to deal withare pullup placement and com
paction of the layout. The first program only indicates the vias, terminals and pull
down transistors of the weinberger array. Besides these, a pullup transistor is needed 
for a NOR gate, however. Because pullup transistors are the largest elements in the 
weinberger array, they are not subject to folding, but are placed af ter the fotding has 
taken place in special rows that will be inserted between the already existing ones. To 
keep the layout as small as possible it is necessary to insert as little extra rows as possi
ble. The third program determines the position of these extra rows and places the pull
ups in them. The Maximum Bipartite Matching algorithm is used to place the pullups 
of adjacent columns in different rows as much as possible. This is done to avoid two 
adjacent pullups enlarging the distance between two columns. 

The absolute position of the horizontal and vertical strips is determined by calculat
ing for every two rows and columns the minimum distance that has to be kept between 
them. This calculation is done with the distances between two compounds specified in 
the technology file. After the distance between every two adjacent compounds has 
been calculated, the largest of the distances is used as the distance between the two 
columns or rows. As soon as the position of all rows and columns has been calculated, 
the layout file is generated. 

Layouts generated in this way are about 20% smaller than Standard Cell versions of 
the same circuits. For large layouts, ho wever, fotding of the weinberger array is rather 
time consuming. The fotding algorithm is about quadratic in max(#vertical strips, 
#horizontal strips) if the 'lin' algorithm is used, and linear if the 'fast' partition algo
rithm. This last algorithm gives a larger layout, however. 
The area of the generated layout is about quadratic in the total number of transistors in 
the weinberger array. 
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1. AUTOMATIC LAYOUT GENERATION USING WEINBERGER ARRAYS. 

When designing a large integrated circuit layout, it is often split into several smaller 
parts that are generated separately. For easy insertion of such a smaller part in the total 
circuit, it is desirabie that the shape and position of the terminals of the smaller circuit 
can be specified by the designer. 

One way of generating a circuit layout is making a weinberger array of it 
([WEIN67],[COSCHPA 79]). This report discusses a layout generator that generates a 
special kind of weinberger array. 

Several variations on a weinberger array have already been developed since 1967. 
They all have in common that the layout has a regular array structure. Most of the lay
out generators use logic formulae as input and generate a description of the layout. 
Since none of the found papers about weinberger arrays discuss practical examples, it 
is impossible to compare results of our weinberger array generator with others. For this 
reason only a comparison of the different methods will be given here. 
The original weinberger array ([WEIN67]) contains vertical standard celllike reetangu
lar blocks containing the gates, and horizontal strips connecting these blocks. Unlike in 
real standard cell circuits, the gates in weinberger arrays are generated by the layout 
generator, too. 
Normally, signals are connected at the leftand right side of the weinberger array, but 
it is possible to lead signals to the bottorn of the array, too. Weinberger suggested 
separate module placement and wire routing algorithms to construct the layout. 

Whereas the original weinberger array is built with simple NOR gates, others 
([SHIOK81 ], [UEHCLE81]) use complex MOS gates in a regular array structure. 
[SHIOK81] manipulates the logic formulae to minimise the area of the blocks contain
ing the gates. Further reduction of the totallayout size is accomplished by interehang
ins the blocks (one dimensional MOS gate array problem) in order to decrement the 
number of horizontal signal tracks. The allocation of the signals to the strips enables a 
last reduction of the size. 

[LARS71] presented a we in berger like array ha ving a U shape. Two programs were 
described forming an interactive system that allows global optimisation by the 
designer, whereas the computer fills in the details. 

In [LOLA80] a program was described that uses a user provided description of a 
gate matrix in CMOS, which is translated to a layout. This makes it possible to gen
erate a layout file that can easily be extended or adapted to new design rules. In the 
gate matrix, the cell groups and separate wiring channel of a standard cell layout are 
combined. Vertical polysilicon strips act both as interconnection and as the gates of 
MOSFETS. The other part of the MOSFETS is formed by horizontal diffusion strips. 
Metal strips can be used both in vertical and horizontal direction as interconnection 
strips. 

The layout presented in this report is a slightly adapted version of the weinberger 
array. 1t uses NOR gates that are built with a pullup transistor connected to a vertical 
strip. Unlike in a normal weinberger array, this vertical strip is of polysilicon. The 
inputs of the NOR gate are formed by pulldown transistors that are connected to the 
vertical polysilicon strip through a horizontal aluminium strip and a contact hole (via). 

Input signals can be fed to the gates of the pulldowns through vertical polysilicon 
strips now. By connecting a horizontal metal strip with a via to such a polysilicon strip, 
signals can be connected at all sides of the array. 

Another advantage of the horizontal conneetion of pulldown transistors to the vert
ical pullup strip is that the pulldown transistors don't have to be in the column under 
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the pullup, which allows a greater flexibility. In this way more than one output of a 
NOR gate can be placed in the same column. This means that two dimensional folding 
of the array is possible, resulting in a smaller size of the layout. 

For every two columns and rows of the array the minimum distance is calculated, 
so that the pitch between the vertical strips and between the horizontal strips is not 
fixed, as in most weinberger arrays. 

Supply and ground strips lie in the rows in which pullup transistors are inserted. In 
this way supply and ground can be connected either at the left or right side of the 
array. 

The layout generator needs a description that resembles the one used in [LOLA80], 
but this description is automatically generated by another program, and not provided 
by the user. Placement of the strips, transistors and vias is done by a two dimensional 
folding program ([TEEF88]), which enables adaptation of the shape and pin positions. 
Pins may be put at all four sides of the array. 

Input of the generator is a file in which a circuit is described in logic formulae. The 
output layout is described in the LDM layout description language ([LIER84]). Tech
nology independency is achieved by using two technology files. By changing these 
files, a layout can be generated in another IC technology. (If not to much different 
from the nmos process. A process dependent generator will be able to use special 
features of that particular process, so that the generated layout will probably be 
smaller than a technology independent generator.) 
A description of the technology files is given so that the user will be able to adapt 
these files to other technologies. 

The parser that reads the logic file has been developed by another student 
([SCHE87]). This parser has been extended so that it will be able to read a logic format 
that is used in most already existing logic files present at the Design Automation Sec
tion. This extension will be described. Also an example is given of how a logic file is 
parsed, and stored in a data structure. 

The second program that assigns the positions to the vertical and horizontal strips of 
the weinberger array, will not be descri bed, because it totally has been developed by 
another student ([TEEF88]). Only short information necessary for correct use of the 
folding program will be given. 

The third program that generates the actual layout, not only converts the informa
tion about the vertical and horizontal strips to layout elements, but also adds supply
and ground strips to it. It also places pullup transistors in extra rows between the nor
mal rows. Determination of the best positions at which extra rows can be placed is 
done by a Iinear scan over the array. This guarantees an minimum of extra rows 
needed. After this, the maximum bipartite matching algorithm is used to distribute the 
pullups over the allowed rows. 

Finally, some benchmark circuits were generated as a weinberger layout. Dimen
sions of the resulting layouts will be presented, and a comparison is made between a 
weinberger array and a Standard Cell implementation of three circuits. 
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2. WEINBERGER ARRAYS 

One way of imptementing a layout block used in automatic IC layout generation is 
making a weinberger array of it ([WEIN67]). A weinberger array is a PLA like struc
ture of horizontal and vertical conneetion strips, and via's, pulldown- and pullup 
transistors connecting these strips at the crossings. In this way it is possible to form 
NOR gates with an arbitrary number of inputs. An example of a NOR gate in a wein
berger array can be seen in figure 2.1. 

supply 

u 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 2.1. NOR gate in a weinberger array (schematic) 

As can be seen, a NOR gate consists of a vertical strip with a pullup transistor con
nected to it and a horizontal strip connected to the vertical strip by a via. One or more 
pulldown transistors are connected to this horizontal strip. The gates of these pulldown 
transistors form the inputs of the NOR gate, the vertical strip is the output. 

Because only the connections between the horizontal and vertical strips are of 
importance, and not the position of the strips, it is sometimes possible to place several 
vertical strips in one column, and several horizontal strips in one row. In this way a 
dense layout can be generated that bas an almost arbitrary aspect ratio. 

If the elements that are connected to the strips (like via's, pulldowns and pullups) 
are designed as templates by the user, it is possible to genera te a layout that is al most 
technology independent: a layout in another (NMOS like) technology can be generated 
by designing templates for this technology. 

2.1 Functioning of a NOR gate in a weinberger array 

The pullup transistor at the top of the vertical strip keeps this strip normally at supply 
voltage, as long as no pulldown transistors are activated. The horizontal strip, con
nected with the vertical strip by the via at the crossing, has the same voltage. If one or 
more pulldown transistors are activated by connecting their gates to a logica! one level, 
a conneetion to ground is made, and the vertical strip goes to logic zero level. This 
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makes a NOR gate. 
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3. THE WEINBERGER ARRAY GENERATOR 

3.1 A general outline of the array generator. 

In this chapter the global outline of a program is given that may be used for generating 
weinberger arrays. The fotding program, that is a part of this layout generator, can be 
used for generating other layout styles like transistor arrays etc., too. 

The total program consists of three parts that will be discussed later. First, an over
view is given of the three parts and the files that are read and generated by these pro
grams. The exact syntax of the files is given as soon as the programs are discussed 
more precisely. Figure 3.1 shows the overview. 

logic file 

compounds 
file 

------

interface file 

-----

interval file 

interval 
+ 

coordinate 
file 

ldm file 

tech 
file 

Figure 3.1. General overview of the array generator 

The first and the last part of the total program are application dependent, whereas the 
second program, the fotding algorithm can be used in several applications. 

The first program has two different modes. It can be used to read a logic file and an 
interface file, but it can also be used to read the logic file and generate an interface 
file. This last mode allows generation of an interface file that contains an estimate of 
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the size of the final layout. This information is used by a floorplanner program that 
chooses a desired size, chooses the positions of the pins and returns the interface file, 
so that in a second run the first program can read both the logic- and interface file 
with the desired size of the layout. 

The logic file describes in boolean formulae the function that the layout must real
ise. The information about the shape of the layout and about the terminals is given in 
the interface file. Both files are read by the first program and checked on errors. If no 
errors are detected, the program generates the interval file. This file contains the verti
cal and horizontal strip numbers, and the element types that conneet vertical with hor
izontal strips. 

The second program assigns relative positions to the vertical and horizontal strips 
that are given in the interval file. It tries to place as many vertical strips in one column 
as possible, and as many horizontal strips in one row as possible. For this purpose, a 
hierarchical divide and conquer method is used that is described in [TEEF88]. This 
program has been written by Paul van Teefelen, another student at the Design Auto
mation Section in Eindhoven. 
The results of this two dimensional column and row fotding algorithm is written to the 
coordinate file. In this file, the relative position of every strip from the interval file is 
given. Both interval- and coordinate file are put into one file, so that piping of this file 
between the second and third program is possible. 

The third program is the actual layout generator. It reads the combined interval
and coordinate file, and two technology dependent files, and generates a description of 
the layout in a layout description language ([LIER84]). 

The two technology files are the compound file and the distance file. The com
pound file contains descriptions of the standard elements that conneet the vertical with 
the horizontal strips like vias, pullups, pulldowns etc. 

The distance file contains information about the relative distances that must be 
maintained between every two kind of layout elements in order not to violate the 
design rules. 

3.2 Syntax of the in- and output files 

Now a syntax description will be given of the files that are used as input- and output 
files for the three parts of the weinberger layout generator. The interval- and coordi
nate file are internat files that pass the information between the three parts of the lay
out generator whereas the logic-, interface-, compounds- and distance file are used as 
input that must be supplied by the user. 

The interval file 

<module name> 
<width><height> 
<vertical- in t><horizon tal- int>[ <Strings>l<pin-name>] 
<vertical- int><horizontal-int>[ <strings>l<pin-name>] 
<vertical- int><horizontal-int>[ <Strings>l<pin -name>] 

The <module name> is the name that the compound being generated is going to have. 
This name is directly copied from the logic file. 
The <width> and <height> are the preferred width and height of the result in the 
number of columns and rows. From these numbers the desired aspect ratio can be cal
culated. By giving these two numbers instead of a desired aspect ratio the amount of 
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CPU time can be controlled. The user can specify small numbers for <width> and 
<height>, indicating that he wants a smalllayout. In this case, the folding program will 
need more CPU time to get the desired result, because more attempts must be made to 
place as many vertical strips in one column as possible, and as many horizontal strips in 
a row as possible. 
<vertical- in t><horizontal- int>[ <Strings>l<pin-name>) is a line that states that there is a 
conneetion between the vertical strip with the name <vertical-int> and the horizontal 
strip with the name <horizontal-int>. These are the only two strings that are of impor
tance to the folding program. For the weinberger array generator one or two extra 
strings are needed. First, a number is needed that distinguishes the type of conneetion 
between the vertical and horizontal strip. Three different type numbers are allowed. 

allowed conneetion elements : I : conneetion is a via 
2 : conneetion is a pulldown transistor 
9 : conneetion is a terminal 

If the conneetion element is a terminal, one more string must be given namely the pin 
name. Connections with the outer world should always be made at one of the four sides 
of the layout block. These sides are marked as pseudo-strips with the narnes 
$NOR TH$, $SOUTH$, $WEST$, and $EAST$. So, if the vertical strip with name 5 has 
a conneetion at the upper side of the layout with pin name 'clock', this is specified as 
follows: 
5 $NORTH 9 clock 

The coordinate file 

The coordinate file, that contains the folding results, has the following syntax : 

<module name> 
<width><height> 
<vertical- in t><X -coordinate> 
<vertical- in t><X -coordina te> 
<blank-line> 
<horizontal-int><y-coordinate> 
<horizon tal- in t><y -coordina te> 

This file represents the mapping of the strips to columns and tracks. First, the module 
name is given. This is the module name that is given by the user in the logic file, and 
bas been copied from the interval file. 
<width> and <height> give the highest used column and row number that have been 
mapped. These represent the real size (in number of columns and rows) of the mapped 
array, and not the numbers the user has specified. 
Columns and tracks are numbered from 1 up. The pseudo strips $SOUTH$ and 
$WEST$ must be mapped to column 1 and the columns and rows must be numbered 
successively, otherwise problems arise when using the layout generator. The strips 
$NORTH$ and $EAST$ are mapped to the highestrowan column respectively. 

The interface file 

The interface file contains information about the pin placement of the layout, the 
shape and the name. 
The syntax of it is as follows. 
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"module" <module name> 
"shape" <width><height> 
"pin" <pin name> <coordl><coord2> 
"pin" <pin name> <Coordl><coord2> 
"pin" <pin name> <Coord 1 ><coord2> 
"end" 

The module name after the keyword "module" must be the same as the one given in the 
logic file. If the interface file is generated by the first program, this program automat
ically takes care of this. The keyword "shape" is foliowed by the desired width and 
height in number of columns and rows. The program can calculate the aspect ratio with 
these two numbers. Then, the pin positions and -names are enumerated. The narnes 
and positions are preceded by the keyword "pin". The pin name is a string, and after 
the pin name two floating point numbers must be given. 
These represent the desired position of the pin. With these numbers both the desired 
side at which the pins must come and the relative sequence of the pins is indicated as 
follows. (figure 3.2) 

3 
$NOR TH$ 

2 

$WEST$ $EAST$ 

0/4 
$SOUTH$ 

Figure 3.2. pin position indication 

If a line of the interface file contains 'pin clock 0.4 0.9' this means that the pin with 
the name is desired at the bottorn side of the layout (the numbers are between the 0 of 
the south-west corner and the I of the south-east corner). 
Further, the pin with the name clock is desired right of a pin that has for example 
positions '0.1 0.3'. So the pin is not exactly placed between position 0.4 and 0.9, only 
the sequence is of importance. (If an exact place would be given, e.g. '0.5 0.5', the 
fotding program would get less freedom resulting in a probably larger area.) 
Finally, the interface file must be closed by the keyword "end". 
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The logic file 

In the logic file, the user must provide the functional description of the layout. 
This description should consist of boolean functions, and the input- and output vari
ables must be declared. Allowed operations are 'and', 'or', 'inv', 'nand' and 'nor'. 
Parentheses may be used, too. The syntax of the logic file is as follows. Keywords 
should be preceded by a '#' or a'.'. Allowed keywords are 'inputs' or 'inputvars' for 
the declaration of input variables, 'outputs' or 'outputvars' for the declaration of out
put variables, and 'intermediates' for the intermediate variables. Further, the logic file 
must contain the name of the layout module after the keyword 'module'. Comment is 
allowed between ';•• and •• /'. So the syntax of the logic file is as follows. 

YACC syntax of the logic file 

descriptions : description 
I descriptions description 

description : declaration 
I fundef 

declaration : startop keyword identlist ';' 
I startop 'module' name ';' 

startop : '#' 
I , .' 

keyword : 'inputs' 
I 'inputvars' 
I 'outputs' 
I 'outputvars' 
I 'intermediates' 

name :NAME 
identlist 

I identlist IDENT 
fundef : IDENT ':' expression ';' 
expression : term '+' expression 

I term 
term : factor '.' term 

I factor term 
I factor 

factor : '-' IDENT 
I primary 

primary : IDENT 
I '(' expression ')' 
I '-(' expression ')' 

NAME: [a-zA-Z0-9 ]+"'"? 
IDENT: [a-zA-Z_][a-zA-Z0-9_]•"'"? 

So, the module name may start with a number, but an identifier (input, output or 
intermediate) is notallowed tostart with a number. 
If a name with a ' is used this is NOT automatically the inverse signal of the same 
name without '. So if a name INI exists, and the parser reads the name IN', it doesn't 
automatically generate an inverter. If a name with a preceding - is read, an inverter is 
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introduced. So if a signal -IN2 is used in the right side of function definition, the 
inverted version of the signal IN2 is introduced by explicitly generating an inverter in 
the output of the parser. 

The output /ayout file 

The generated layout file contains the description of the weinberger array in the 
Iayout description language LDM. A short description of the syntax of this language 
will be given now. 
The Ianguage contains keywords to describe boxes, terminals, compound definitions 
and compound calls. A compound definition is started with : 

"ms" <Compound name> 
and ended with : 
"me" 
The compound definition may contain boxes, terminals and calls of other compounds. 

"box" <layer> <left> <right> <bottom> <top> 

This is a description of a box in a layer of type <layer>, with upper left corner 
( <left>,<top>) and underright corner ( <right>, <bottom> ). 
Possible layer types are in NMOS technology : 

"nm" : aluminium (in) 
"nc": contact hole (co) 
"np" : polysilicon (ps) 
"nb" : buried contact (between polysilicon and silicon) (es) 
"nd" : oxide definition (od) 
"ni" : depletion implant (di) 

Terminals are described almost in the same way. The only difference is that a terminal 
name should be given after the <top> coordinate. 

A compound call is described as follows : 

"me" <compound name> [ <"mx"> I <"my"> I <"r3"> I <"r6"> I <"r9">] <x pos> <ypos> 
[<name>] 

The called compound with name <compound name> can be transformed. This is indi
cated by any one of the codes "mx", "my", "r3", "r6" or "r9". 

"mx": mirror in x-axis 
"my" : mirror in y-axis 
"r3" : rotate 90 ° counter clockwise 
"r6" : rotate 180 ° 
"r9" : rotate 90 ° clockwise 

Finally, the x- and y-position of the (0,0) coordinate of the compound should be 
given, and an optional name of the compound call. 
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4. PARSING THE INPUT: THE PROGRAM 'NETWORK' 

4.1 introduetion 

The first part of the weinberger array generator must read the logic- and interface 
file, map the function to nor-gates and generate the interval file. This part is done by 
the program 'network'. lt has been developed by another student at the Design Auto
mation Section as a practical training ([SCHE87]). 

At first, the program could read only boolean functions with parentheses around 
the different terms, so, for example, the function 'd : a b+e' had to be written as 'd : ((a 
b) + c)'. Because most logic files already generated at the group contain functions 
without parentheses, an adaptation was desirable. Therefore almost a complete new 
syntax has been introduced. Other parts of the program have not been changed, but the 
parser, built with the compiler-compiler Y ACC has been changed considerably. In the 
next paragraphs the new parser and some other changes that have been made to the 
program 'network' will be discussed. 

4.2 Data structure of the program 'network' 

While reading the logic functions, the logic variabie narnes are placed in a hash 
table. This is an array of pointers to linked lists. The linked lists contain nodes of the 
type SYMBOL. This is a structure that contains information of the variabie such as : 

- a pointer to the inverted version of the variabie (if there is one) 
- a pointer to the next symbol in the list 
- a pointer to the name string 
- a pointer to input variables if output of a gate 
- how many times is it used as an input 
- is it an input-, output variabie or an intermediate 
- is it part of an 'and' or 'or' type gate 
- is it part of a normal or inverting type gate 
- is it used as a function output 
- has the variabie been declared 
- terminal position (if it is an in- or output) 
-net number 

and some other fields. 

The Iogic file is read function by function. Because a function may be nested, a 
special data structure called nest list is build. For every new variabie a symbol is allo
cated in the hash table. For every change of logical operator in a function, a new 
strnestlst structure is allocated. Every time a whole gate has been recognised, this is 
mapped to a nor gate, and a part of the nest list is removed. Finally, the nest list only 
consists of the symbol that contains the function name. 

Now, an example will be given to explain how the data structure is built while 
reading the logic file. 

The function 'd : a.b+e;' is read. First, the variabie 'd' is read. A symbol will be 
allocated in the hash table, containing the name 'd'. A structure called strnestlst now 
points at the symbol with the function name 'd' with its pointer strnestlst->this. This is 
shown in figure 4.1. 
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strnestlst 

next 
HASHTABLE 

fn: d 

Figure 4.1. hash table after reading 'd :' 

After reading 'd :', the righthand part of the function will be read. The syntax of 
this part of the function, can be written according to the description given in para
graph 3 as is shown in figure 4.2. 
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expression 

term + expression 

factor term term 

prim factor factor 

IDENT primary primary 

a IDENT IDENT 

b c 

Figure 4.2. syntax of the function 'd: a.b+e' 

First, the term 'a.b' is recognised. Before the rest of the function is evaluated, this 
part is mapped to a NOR gate. For this mapping to NOR gates, the program uses the 
formulae : a.b = -(-a+ -b), -(a.b) = -(-(-a+ -b)), a+b = -(-(a+b)), so if a gate con
tains an AND operation, the input signals of the gate are inverted. For the inverting 
AND- (NAND) and the noninverting OR gate the output signa! is inverted, too. So, 
before the rest of the function 'd : a.b+e' is evaluated, first the term 'a.b' is converted 
to a NOR representation by forming the inverted versions of the input signals 'a' and 
'b'. The hash table looks now like figure 4.3. 
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HASHTABLE 

fn: d 

intm 

invp 

invp 

PS 

...... 

strnestlst 

next 

-:~-----~--~~~L..---,~ 
~ input 

''·· .... 

input~ 
r---'---, \ 

\ next 1 
J 

// 
// 

next 

_,.. ___ ... 

.. 
... ..... · 

' 
.• 

/ 

Figure 4.3. hash table after evaluating 'a.b' 

The second strnestlst structure, that pointed to the term 'a.b', has been removed 
after the mapping to a NOR, and the pointer 'ps' is now pointing to the symbol that 
represents the term 'a.b'. This will be connected as an input to the total function later. 
When reading the rest of the function, a new structure of the type strnestlst and a new 
symbol in the hash table is allocated. This intermediate symbol has as an input the term 
'a.b', so the pointer 'ps' is now connected to an input link of this intermediate. (See 
figure 4.4.) 
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HASHTABLE 

fn: d 

a.b intml 

a 
invp 

b 
invp 

next 

······· ····~ 

~ -- --- ______ .. 

strnestlst 

.-------

next 

./ 
........ ··· _.. ... 

Figure 4.4. hash table before evaluating '+e' 

Now, the expression 'c' is evaluated. This is connected as input to the intermedia te 
pointed to by the pointer strnestlst->this. Again, the found gate is mapped to a NOR 
gate. Now, the gate is a noninverting OR gate, so the output signa! is to be inverted. 
This is done by the program function 'invoutput()'. The result can be seen if figure 4.5. 
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strnestlst 

PS 
nextO 

) this 

/ 
/ 

HASHTABLE 

J 
; 

/ ~ .. ·. 

next 
fn: d 

a.b 
next 

. _______ , 

./ 
, ... -··· ---...... 

_ ...... 

c 

Figure 4.5. hash table after evaluating 'a.b+c' 

Now, the pointer 'ps' points at the total function 'a.b+e'. Finally, it is connected as 
an input to the function name symbol. Now, the strnestlst structure is removed, and 
the hash table plus several input link structures contain the information about the read 
function. It looks like figure 4.6 now. 
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HASHTABLE 
/,,/~--------

/ 

( 
i 
I 

I 
next 

fn: 

a.b 
next 

--------

Figure 4.6. hash table after evaluating 'd: a.b+e' 

After reading the logic file, the interface file is read, and extra information, like 
terminal positions and -names, is added to the symbols in the hash table. Several 
checks are made, and if errors are detected, error messages are generated and the pro
gram is stopped. lf the input was correct, now the interval file can be generated. This 
is quite easy: first a net number is assigned to all symbols in the hash table. A via is 
now generated for every net that represents an output signa!, and for every net that has 
a terminal at the left- or right side of the layout. (This is done because normally only 
vertical strips carry input- and output signals, so if an input- or ouput signa! comes 
from the left- or right side of the layout, it has to be connected to a vertical strip with 
a via.) 

A terminal is generated for every in- and output signa!. The side of the layout at 
which it is placed is defined by the information in the interface file. 

Finally, for every input of a symbol a pulldown transistor is generated in the inter
val file. 
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4.3 The operation stack 

In the new parser no parentheses are necessary around a term with a different opera
tor. This means that the parser must be able to discover changes of operators. This is 
accomplished by using a stack, at which the current operator is pushed. As soon as a 
new term (factor'.' term) or a new expression (term'+' expression) is evaluated, the 
top of the operator stack is compared with the current operator. 
If these are different, a new intermediate variabie is allocated, because the new term 
or expression must be evaluated first, and the output of it is an input of the former 
term or expression. 

T ABLE 1. operator types 

operator type 

AND 0 
OR I 
UNDEF 3 

( 4 

Type number 3 is pusbed at the stack at the start of the function evaluation, 
because at that moment there is no knowledge about the operator of the function yet. 
Parentheses have their own type number, because mostly a change of operator takes 
place af ter a '('. 

4.4 Family problems 

For the mapping to NOR gates, it is of importance whether a gate is of an inverting or 
of an noninverting family. 
Problems arise in gates surrounded by '-(' ')'. 
Mapping to NOR gates is done as soon as an expression (term '+' expression) or term 
(factor '.' term) bas been read. 
If, for example, the expression -((a+b) c) is read, the output of the gate 'a+b' should be 
inverted if it is mapped to a NOR gate to get a correct result. But if the function 
-(a+b) is read, the output of the expression 'a+b' should oot be inverted. 
For this reason, it is assumed that all gates are noninverting at the moment that the 
mapping to NOR gates is done, and only at the moment that a ')' of an inverting gate is 
recognised, redundant inverters are removed, or an inverter is introduced if it is 
necessary. 

4.5 Stripping parentheses 

Before functions are read by lex, redundant parentheses are removed. So, if a function 
like 'd : -((((a+b))))' was given, a function strips all redundant parentheses so that lex 
gets as input 'd : -(a+b )'. The routine counts all '-(' 's and rep la ces them by a single 
'-(' if the number is odd, or by '(' if the number is even. 
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This routine is used because a function like 'c: -(-(-(a+b)))' gives a lot of trouble if 
it should be parsed in the right way. As soon as the expression 'a+b' has been recog
nised, this is converted toa nor gate. This means that the output of the gate '-(a+b)', 
that is realised in the weinberger array is inverted. Only as soon as the first ')' has been 
recognised, the right family can be used. The parser knows now that the gate is of an 
inverting family, so the inverter at the output (that was made because 'a+b' needs an 
inverter) is removed. After the second ')' has been recognised, the parser knows that 
the total gate must be of a noninvertins family, so the output must be inverted. 
Finally, when the third ')' has been parsed, the in verter at the output must be removed 
again. If the parser must be able to distinguish between these cases, the syntax of the 
parser gets quite unreadable. 

For this reason, an adapted 'input' function has been written for lex, that strips 
redundant parentheses before the input is returned to lex. 

The 'getc' function in the 'input' function of lex is replaced by a function 'givechar' 
that reads a Iine, strips the redundant parentheses, and returns a character until the 
whole line has been parsed. Then, a new line is read, stripped, etc. until the end of file 
is found. 

For stripping, the line is stored in a double linked list of structures that contain the 
single characters. In this way the line can be scanned from left to right and from right 
to left, and characters can be removed and inserted very easily. For converting the line 
to the data structure, the function 'texttostring()' is used. The actual removing of the 
parentheses is done by the function 'strippars()'. The data structure in which the line 
has been stored, has a startnode to indicate the start of the line, and an endnode to 
point to the end of the line. 

The function searches for '( )' pairs from left to right. As soon as one has been 
found, the structure containing the '(' and ')' are marked. After that, the character left 
from the '(' is examined and the character right from the ')'. As long as these are 
respectively a'(' and a ')', they are removed. If a'-(' is found, the '-' is also removed, 
and the number of inverters is incremented by 1. As soon as a no '(' is found left from 
the '( )' pair, the number of tildes('-') found is examined. If this number is odd, a 
new tilde is inserted before the last '(' found. lf the number is even, no tilde is 
inserted. After this, the function starts searching for a '(' left from the last one found. 
If one is, that has not been examined yet as part of a '( )' pair, its position is stored. 
The function now starts looking for a new '( )' pair right from the one already found. 
At the moment no more '('s are found scanning right, the function examines whether a 
'(' position has been stored. If such a position has been stored, this might be the open
ing parenthesis of a '( )' pair not examined yet, so the function searches for a ')' right 
from the last ')' found. This goes on until the start or end of the string is found, and all 
redundant parentheses have been removed. The data structure is converted back to a 
string that will be returned to lex character by character. This process is illustrated for 
a function 'f:-((a+-((-(b+e)))((d+e))))' in the following figures. 
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searchopen: 

searchclose: 

rmprev( start) 
++ninv 

check: 

2 x rmpair(s,e) 
rmprev( start) 

++ninv 
ninv=2: no

inserted 

search ( left: 

i 
start i i 

start end 
rightstnod 

exam= 1 exam= 1 

i i 
start end 

rightstnod 
exam= 1 exam= 1 

i i i 
1eftstnod start end 

exam=l exam=l exam=l 

Figure 4.7. stripping of redundant parentheses 
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searchopen: 

searchclose: 

check: 
rmpair( s,e) 

search ( left: 

searchopen: 
no result 

nextclose: 

check: 
rmpair(s,e) 

i 
Ieftstnod 
exam=l 

i 
start 

i i 
start end 

rightstnod 
exam= I exam= I 

i i 
start end 

exam= I exam= I 

ifi:l-l<l<lal+l<lbl+lcl)l<ldl+lel)l)l)l 

i i 
start end 

Figure 4.8. stripping of redundant parentheses (2) 
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check: 
++ninv 

rmprev( start) 

check: 
addnod(s.e) 

searchopen: 
no result: 

ready 

i i 
start end 

i i 
start end 

I r1: 1-1 < lal+l < lbl+lcl) I< ldl+lel) I) I 

. i 
nghtstnod 

i 
end 

start 

Figure 4.9. stripping of redundant parentheses (3) 
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S. DESIGNING COMPOUNDS FOR THE LAYOUT GENERATOR 

S.l Introduetion 

Now, the actuallayout generator is explained. It reads the combined interval and coor
dinate file, the compound file and the technology file, and generates a description of 
the weinberger array layout in the ldm description language. 

One of the tasks of the layout generator is adding ground- and supply strips, and 
rows of pullup transistors. For adding pullup transistors, the maximum bipartite 
matching algorithm is used to avoid pullup transistors occupying two adjacent columns 
in the same row. This is done because pull up transistors are (at least in nmos technol
ogy) the widest elements, so that two adjacent pullups determine the distance between 
two adjacent columns. 

5.2 The compounds 

The layout generator generates a layout file that contains boxes, compound definitions 
and compound calls. Elements that conneet vertical with horizontal strips, such as vias, 
pulldowns, pullups and terminals are designed as compound definitions by the user in 
the desired technology. 

The layout generator copies these compound definitions directly from the com
pound file into the layout file. Then the interval and coordinate files are read, the 
pullups are inserted between the existing rows, the exact coordinates are calculated and 
the strips and compound calls are generated. 

One set of compounds has already been designed in n-mos technology and can be 
seen in figure 5.1. 

er lltJ 
pullup pulldeun 

.., lil 
via earthcontact 

Figure S.l. compounds in n-mos technology 
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5.3 Designing compounds in other technologies 

Compounds can be designed in an easy way with a layout editor like 'euler', or 
'design manager'. All compounds must be put in one file. When the compound has 
been designed, the layout file that was generated by the editor can be transformed to 
an LOM file by a program like 'to_ldm'. Because the compounds must contain the 
type number in the model start line, the ldm file must be edited manually afterwards. 
This can be done with a normal text editor like 'vi'. Finally, when the program 'wein
berg' is called, the option '-c<compound file name>' can be used to have the program 
use the new compound file. 

For proper functioning of the layout generator, some rules must be observed when 
a set of compounds is designed. Of course, first of all the design rules of the IC 
manufacturing process must be observed. The compounds in the former paragraph 
were designed with the design rules of the n-mos process of the EFFIC. These are 
included in Appendix 2. 

Some other rules will be given now that must be observed in order that the layout 
generator will place the compounds at the right position in the weinberger array. In the 
first implementation of the program ([DECK87]), the compounds also had to contain 
information about the distance that should be kept between two compounds. 

In the new implementation, this information is provided by the technology file, so 
no surrounding box must be given around the compounds. 

The center of a vertical strip is connected at the x=O coordinate of a compound, and 
the center of a horizontal strip is connected at the y=O coordinate of a compound, so, if 
the (0,0) coordinate is the centre of the compound, it will be placed exactly at the 
crossing of the strips. 

The y-coordinate at which a vertical strip ends at a compound, and the x
coordinate at which a horizontal strips ends are indicated by a polysilicon and an 
aluminium terminal in the compound description. The first line of a compound must 
contain the type number and the name of the compound, so the description of a via, 
for example, starts with the line 'ms I via'. 

All compounds have a type number. This is the number already mentioned when 
the interval file was described. This number must be included in the compound defini
tion line, so that the layout generator knows which compound description it is reading. 
So the compound definition of the via must for example contain a '1' in the model start 
line: 'ms I via'. 

Now, the n-mos compounds already designed will be explained. 

5.4 The via compound 

A via is used for connecting a vertical with a horizontal strip. It must contain a contact 
between the layer in which the vertical and in which the horizontal strips are made. 
The layout of a n-mos via is shown in figure 5.2. 
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•IJ 
nc: + nm + np • tot411 

Figure 5.2. n-mos via compound 

The via is designed in such a way that the vertical strip is connected to a corner. 
This results in a somewhat smaller layout than if it was connected at the center of the 
via. The compound description of the via is found below. 

ms I via 
box nc -5 -1 -2 2 
box np -9 3 -6 6 
box nm -9 3 -6 6 
term np -9 3 -6 6 termO 
term nm -9 3 -6 6 terml 
me 

5.5 The ground contact compound 

The sourees of the pulldown transistors are connected to ground. For this purpose 
vertical ground strips are inserted in the array. These vertical ground strips are con
nected with a horizontal ground strip in every pullup row. Because of the fact that the 
vertical ground strips are diffusion strips; and the horizontal ground strip is of 
aluminium, a contact compound is used to conneet these strips. This is the ground con
tact. The layout of it is shown in figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3. n-mos ground contact compound 

Because the minimum width of the ground contact is 12 urn, and on account of the 
fact that diffusion strips have a considerable resistance, the width of the vertical 
ground strips is chosen also 12 urn. The description of the ground contact (type 
number 4) is found below. 

ms 4 aardct 
box nc -2 2 -2 2 
box nd -6 6 -6 6 
box nm -6 6 -6 6 
term nm -6 6 -6 6 term 1 
me 

5.6 The pulldown transistor compound 

For the active elements of the layout, the channel width and height must be known. 
This can be calculated as follows. 
The calculation is based on the assumption that the threshold voltage of the Joad 
transistor is -2.5 Vandof the driver 0.55 V, and that the supply voltage is 5 V. 
With a supply voltage of 5 V it is desirabie that the turn over voltage of an inverter is 
2.5 V. This means that if the output is 0 V, it changes to 5 V as soon astheinput vol
tage exceeds 2.5 V, and changes from 5 V to 0 V as soon as the input voltage co mes 
below 2.5 V. With these assumptions and the formulae of a MOS transistor cao be 
found: 
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Wo 
= -. (2.5 - 0.55)2 

Lo 

Wo 

Lo 
= 1.64 

WL 

LL 

Equation 1. Transistor channel width and length calculation 

For a high switching speed of the transistors the channel length should be not too 
long. The channel of a transistor is made by placing a polysilicon layer on top of a 
diffusion. 
The minimum width of a polysilicon layer is 6 urn, so the channel length L0 of the 
pulldown transistor is chosen 6um. A pulldown transistor can be kept small by making 
the width of the diffusion 12 urn. With these numbers, the compound of the pulldown 
transistor looks like in figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4. n-mos pulldown transistor compound 

The 1dm description of the pulldown transistor now becomes : (with channellength 
and width respectively CHL and CHB) 

ms 2 pulldown 
box nc -11 -7 -2 2 
box nd -15 -3+CHL+6 -0.5*CHB 0.5*CHB 
box np -3 -3+CHL -4-0.5*CHB 4+0.5*CHB 
box nm -15 -3 -0.5*CHB 0.5*CHB 
term np -3 -3+CHL -6 6 gate 
term nm -15 -3 -6 6 drain 
me 

With CHL = 6 and CHB = 12 this becomes: 

ms 2 pulldown 
box nc -11 -7 -2 2 
boxnd-159-66 
box np -3 3 -10 10 
box nm -15 -3 -6 6 
term np -3 3 -6 6 gate 
term nm -15 -3 -6 6 drain 
me 

If two pulldown transistors are in adjacent columns at the same row with the contact 
holes towards each other, a special situation is possible in nmos if both transistors are 
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connected to the same horizontal strip. In this case, the minimum distance between the 
transistors is only limited by the minimum distance between the vertical strips that are 
connected to the gates of the pulldowns. Normally, the distance between two contact 
holes must be 4 urn, however, in this situation the contact holes conneet the same 
layers, so one contact hole is sufficient. The right transistor may be a special one 
without contact hole. For this special case, a pulldown with type num ber 12 was 
designed, that has no contact hole. 
In this way, the transistors may be shifted partially over each other, so they don't limit 
the distance between the two columns. The distance is now limited by two other adja
cent elements, or just by the distance that should be kept between two vertical polysil
icon strips. 
The description of this special pulldown is as follows : 

ms 12 expudown 
box nd -15 9 -6 6 
box np -3 3 -10 10 
term np -3 3 -6 6 gate 
term nm -15 -3 -3 3 drain 
me 

5.7 The pullup transistor 

With L0 = 6 urn and W 0 = 12 for the pulldown transistor, for the pull up transistor can 
be found: 

With the minimum channellength of 6 urn, the channel width becomes : 

WL = 2. 6 I 1.64. 

So, WL = 7 is chosen. The design of the pullup transistor is shown in figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5. n-mos pullup transistor compound 

With CHL = 6 urn and CHB = 7 urn the description of the pullup transistor becomes 

ms 3 pullup 
box nm 7 19 -6 6 
box nd 7 19 -6 6 
boxnd-147-52 
box nd -14-7 -20-5 
box nd -7 -1 -20 -13 
box nc 11 15 -2 2 
box ni -7 7 -9 6 
box nb -11 3 -24 -9 
box np -3 3 -24 6 
box np -7 -1 -20-13 
term np -3 3 -4 2 termO 
term nm 7 19 -6 6 terml 
me 

The pullup transistor is actually placed beside the crossing of a polysilicon and a 
aluminium strip, so that the pullup can be placed at an arbitrary place at the vertical 
strip. In this way, pullups can be placed both above and under the via they are con
nected to, which creates more possibilities to have pullups share the same row. 

5.8 The terminals 

The Jast element that can be connected to a crossing of two strips is the terminal. Two 
kinds of terminals can be distinguished. Terminals at the top and bottorn side of the 
layout are connected to polysilicon strips, and therefore should be made in polysilicon. 
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It must be possible , however, to conneet terminals at the leftand right side of the lay
out both to polysilicon and aluminium strips. This means that a terminal at a left or 
right side of the weinberger array must conneet a polysilicon with an aluminium strip. 
So, a via should be included in the terminal compound. Terminals at the bottorn and 
top side of the array don't need a special compound. For the left and right side termi
nals type number 19 is introduced. The description of such a terminal compound is 
found below: 

ms 19 connterm 
box nc I 5 -2 2 
box np -3 9 -6 6 
box nm -3 9 -6 6 
term np -3 9 -6 6 termO 
term nm -3 9 -6 6 terml 
me 

5.9 The conneetion strips 

The information about the width and layer of conneetion strips can be found in the 
technology file, as will be described in the next chapter. 
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6. THE TECHNOLOGY FILE 

6.1 Introduetion 

For correct positioning of the compounds, the layout generator needs a technology file. 
It contains distances that should be kept between two compounds in order not to 
violate the design rules. The contents of the technology file will be described now. 
This is of importance for those users who want to adapt the technology file for another 
technology. The technology file not only contains information about distances that 
should be kept between compounds. It also contains information about the layer types 
of the strips, and the width of these strips. Further, it contains some constants that are 
used by the program that reads the logic and interface files. These constants are used 
for estimating the area of the final layout. These three categories of data are dis
tinguished by keywords that prec~de them. These keywords are : 

# avgconstants 
# stripwidths 
# distances 

6.2 Information for 'network' in the technology file 

The keyword '# avgconstants' is foliowed by the information for the program that 
reads the logic- and interface files. With these constants the program 'network' esti
mates the area of the generated layout. 

The constants have been determined by running the weinberger layout generator 
with several examples. In this way a relation was found between the total number of 
transistors in the weinberger array, and its final area. How this was done will be 
explained later. 

Because fotding is rather time consuming, it is very helpfut if the program 'net
work' is able to estimate the size of the final layout. The relation between the total 
number of transistors and the area of the layout in nmos technology is quadratic: 

area= (totnt)*(a*(totnt)+b) 

with totnt = total number of transistors 

The constants a and b are read from the techfile. They can be found after the keyword 
'area' in the section after '# avgconstants'. 

The program 'network' counts the number of pullups and pulldowns, and calculates 
with the constants an estimation for the area. By taking the root from the area, the 
width and height of the array can be calculated. 

In the same way a linear relation was found between the width of the array and the 
number of columns, and between the height and the number of rows. This relation is 
also dependent on the used technology. The constants found for nmos are also found in 
the technology file in the '# avgconstants' section, after the keywords 'width' and 
'height'. 

By dividing the width of the array by the 'width' constant, the number of columns 
can be estimated, and by dividing the height of the array by the 'height' constant, the 
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number of rows can be estimated. 

6.3 lnformation about strips in the technology file 

After the keyword '# stripwidths' the information about the conneetion strips should 
be provided. The syntax of this information is : 

"# stripwidths" 
"interval" <layer name> <type number> <left 1 bottom> <right 1 top> 
"interval" <layer name> <type number> <left I bottom> <right I top> 

For <layer name> one of the LDM layer narnes must be inserted. For n-mos the <layer 
name> for the vertical strips must be "np", for the horizontal strip the name is "nm" and 
for the vertical ground strip it must be "nd". 

<type number> is the same kind of number as is used in the interval file. In the 
interval file only the numbers I ,2 and 9 are used. The layout generator uses some more 

6 : vertical ground strip 
7 : horizontal strip 
8 : vertical strip. 

After the type number, the width of the strips is specified. For vertical strips, the first 
number is the offset from the center of the strip to left, and the second number is the 
offset from the center of the strip to the right side of it. For horizontal strips the first 
number is the bottorn offset, and the second number is the top offset. So, a vertical 
strip, made of polysilicon, with width 6um and centered around the middle, the 
description is as follows : 

# interval np 8 -3 3 

6.4 Information about distauces in the technology file 

Finally, the technology file contains information a bout the relative distances between 
the compounds. This information was included in the surrounding box information of 
the compounds in the first implementation of the weinberger array generator 
([DECK87]), but smaller layout are possible if the distances between two elements are 
specified. The distance information is preeerled by the keyword '# distances'. 
The information has the format : 

<typenr lst compound> <typenr 2nd compound> <situation> <distance> 

4 distances are used for the x dimension : situation = 1..4, and 4 distances are used for 
the y dimension : situation = 5 .. 8 
For both dimensions 4 different distances are used. 
In the x dimension this is because compounds can be placed normally and mirrored. 
Further it makes a difference whether two compounds are connected or not. If two 
pulldown transistors at the same row in adjacent columns are connected, they may be 
shifted towards each other, as is discussed al ready earlier in this report. 

In the y-dimension the only asymmetrie compound is the pullup transistor Iower 
compound. If of both compounds the pullup is the upper one, situations 7 and 8 are 
used. If the compounds are not connected situations 5 and 7 are used, otherwise situa
tions 6 and 8 are used. In figure 6.1 the situations are explained, and an example is 
given of a part of the distance information. 
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Figure 6.1. Distances between compoundsin different situations 

For this example, the information in the technology file should be: 

1 1 I 12 
1 1 2 12 
1 1 3 24 
1 1 4 12 
I 1 5 18 
I 1 6 12 
I 1 7 18 
1 1 8 12 

Because situation numbers are used, the order of the distances is of no importance, and 
situations that don't exist can be skipped. 
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7. DATASTRUCTUREOFTHELAYOUTGENERATOR 

7.1 Storage of the layout elements 

Because a generated weinberger array may be quite large, a special data structure is 
necessary to store the array. A two dimensional array of pointers with the name 'wein
berg' is decJared for this purpose. The rows and columns of the array correspond to 
relative positions in the weinberger array. So, if for example, a pullup transistor con
nects a vertical strip with relative position 2 with a horizontal strip at relative position 
3, the pointer at position [2][3] of the array points to a structure that describes the 
pullup transistor. 

A structure is only allocated if an element should be placed at that specific position 
in the array. In this way, memory is saved. lf a position contains no element, the 
pointer at that cell in the array 'weinberg' is NULL. 

The structure a pointer of the array 'we in berg' points to, is of the type 'node'. This 
type is declared as follows : 

typedef struct node 
{ int typenr; 

int yco,xco; 
int hint, vint; 
int mirrory; 
char *termna; 
struct node *next; 

} NODE, *NODEP ; 

Node.typenr stores the type number of the element, so for a via the type number is I, 
for a pulldown transistor it is 2 etc. 

Node.hint and node. vint contain the numbers of the horizon tal- and vertical strips 
the element is connected to. 

Node.termna is a pointer to a string that contains the terminal name if the element 
described by node is a terminal. 

Node.mirrory is a flag that is set to I if the element be mirrored in the y-axis. 

Node.yco and node.xco are the coordinates that the element is placed at in the final 
layout. As soon as all elements in the weinberger array are known, the distances 
between the columns and rows can be calculated. As soon as these are known, the 
coordinates are assigned to node.yco and node.xco for every element in the array 
'weinberg', and these are used as the coordinates at which a compound call is made in 
the final layout. 

Node.next is a pointer to another structure of the type node. lt is used when the 
information of the interval file is saved before the array 'weinberg' is allocated. This 
will be explained later. 

The array 'weinberg' is allocated after the interval file has been read, so it can be made 
exactly as large as is necessary. 

The coordinate file can be read only af ter the interval file has been read already, 
because both files are combined to one so that they can be piped from the folding 
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program to the layout generator. This reason, and the fact that the the array 'wein
berg' can be allocated only after the interval file has been read, demand that the inter
val file is stored somewhere, before the information can be written into the array 
'weinberg'. For this purpose, a string of node structures is build while reading the 
interval file. These node structures are the same ones that will store the information 
a bout the elements in the array 'weinberg'. So, they are first allocated and mutually 
connected with the node.next pointers, and as soon as the 'weinberg' array has been 
allocated, the mutual connections are broken, and they are connected at the right posi
tion in the array 'weinberg'. 

7.2 Storage of the coordinate file information 

The information that the coordinate file contains, must also be stored in a data struc
ture so that it can be used in an easy manner. 

This information is stored in the integer array 'conv', that is also allocated dynami
cally. For this reason, the information also has to be stored before it can be placed in 
the array 'conv'. The coordinate information is also stored in the string of nodes that is 
generated when reading the interval file. The strip number is stored in node.vint, and 
the relative strip position is stored in node.hint. In order to be able to distinguish the 
nodes that contain information from the coordinate file from nodes that contain infor
mation from the interval file, nodes from the coordinate file get type numbers I 0 and 
11. 10 for nodes that store information about the vertical strip positions, and 11 for 
nodes that store information about the horizontal strip positions. 

As soon as the number of strips is known, the integer array 'conv' is allocated, and 
the information from the coordinate file can be stored. This information is stored as 
follows. The array 'conv' is thought of as a two dimensional array: 
conv[0 .. 1][0 .. MAXSTRIPS-1]. The first index is 0 for the vertical strips, and I for the 
horizontal strips. The second index is the number of the strip. So conv[l][5] stores the 
relative position of the horizontal strip with strip number 5. 

(Actually, the array 'conv' is addressed as conv[i*MAXSTRIPS+j] so that it can be 
allocated dynamically.) 

7.3 Storage of the compound file information 

The information that the compound file contains, is only partially stored in variables. 
The compound descriptions are copied directly to the layout file. 

The only information that is used from the compound file in the layout generator is 
the compound name, and the position at which vertical- and horizontal strips are con
nected to the compound, so this information must be stored. 

The compound narnes are stored in the array 'compoundlist', that uses the type 
number as index. 

The positions at which the vertical and horizontal strips are connected to the com
pounds are stored in the array 'compcon'. This is a two dimensional array: 
compcon[O .. typenr ,O .. MAXINTERV ALNR]. MAXINTER V ALNR is the number of 
different conneetion strips. Compcon[typenr][O] contains the position at which the strip 
with type number 6 is connected to the compound with type number typenr, 
compcon[typenr][l] contains the position at which the strip with type number 7 is con
nected , and compcon[typenr][2] contains the position for the strip with type number 8. 

7.4 Storage of the technology file in formation 

The technology file information that is used by the layout generator can be divided in 
two parts: the information about the conneetion strips, and the information about the 
minimum distances between compounds. 
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The information about the strip widths is stored in the array interval[0 .. 2][0 .. 1 ). The 
first index is the number of the strip: 0 for the strip with type number 6, I for the strip 
with type number 7 and 2 for the strip with type number 8. The second index is used 
to distinguish between the Ieft- or bottom- and right- or top offset. So if the center of 
a vertical strip lies at x-coordinate 50, then the Ieft side of the strip is at x position 50 
+ interval[2][0), and the right si de of the strip is at x position 50 + interval[2)[ I). (the 
vertical strip has type number 8, so the first index is 2.) 

The distance information from the technology file is stored in two arrays. The 
information about x-distances between two elements with the same type number is 
stored in the array xeqdistance[typenr)[situation). Situation can now be I . .4, because 
5 .. 8 is for the y-distances, and typenr is the type number of the compounds. 

The rest of the distance information is stored in the array 'distance'. This array is 
used for the x-distances between elements with different type numbers, and for y
distances between elements with the same, and with different type numbers. This can 
be stored efficiently because the distance between an element with type number 2 Ieft 
and an element with type number I right is the same as when the type numbers were I 
and 2. 

So, at the diagonal of the array 'distance' and above it, the y-distances are stored, 
and under the diagonal the x-distances are stored. Because 'distance' is a Iinear array 
(it is allocated dynamically), two functions are used for easy determination of an x- or 
y-distance. The functions determine these distances with the arrays 'xeqdistance' and 
'distance'. 

The function xdistance(nri ,nr2,situation) gives the x-distance between an element 
with type number nri and an element with type number nr2 in a situation with 
number 'situation'. 

The function ydistance(nri ,nr2,situation) does the same for the y-distance. 
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8. PULLUP PLACEMENT 

8.1 Preparing the array for the pullup placement 

After the interval file bas been read into the array 'weinberg', all relative positions of 
vias, pulldowns and terminals are known, and these positions are occupied in the array. 
Before it is possible to place pullup transistors between the existing rows of the wein
berger array, it is necessary that the information a bout the positions of the strips is also 
placed in the array. This makes it easier to determine where pullups can be connected 
to the vertical strips that need them. This strip information is already indirectly 
present in the array. By examining the strip numbers the vias, pulldowns and terminals 
are connected to, the place of the strips can be determined. A vertical strip with strip 
number 'nr', for example, starts at the first element that is found in a column and that 
is connected to the strip with strip number 'nr'. The strip ends at the last element that 
can be found in the same column with strip number 'nr'. In this way the array is 
scanned in both directions, and the elements that lie in between elements that are con
nected with the same strip, are allocated and given the right strip number and type 
number 7 or 8. 

8.2 Pullup placement 

Pullup placement is done in three steps. First, the vertical strips needing a pullup are 
determined. These are marked. Then, the positions of the rows in which the pullups 
will be placed, are determined in such a way that a minimum number of extra rows are 
needed. 
As soon as the rows in which pullups may be placed are known, for every two columns 
the maximum bipartite matching algorithm is executed. This calculates the best posi
tion for every pullup. With this result, the pullups are marked in the array 'we in berg', 
and the real coordinates of every element are calculated. Finally, the layout is gen
erated. 

When reading the interval file, a special string of nodes is built, that contains informa
tion about which horizontal strips are connected to which vertical strips, and which 
vertical strips are connected to which horizontal strips. Further, information is stored 
about how many vertical strips are connected to a horizontal one. This is necessary for 
detecting vertical strips that might be connected. In that case, only one of both neects a 
pull up. 
Information about which vertical strips are connected to a horizontal one is stored in 
an array 'row'. This array uses a horizontal strip number as index, and the 'row[hint]' 
contains a linked list of structures. The .nr fields of these structures contain the 
numbers of the vertical strips that are connected to the horizontal strip with number 
hint. The links between the structures are provided by the .next fields of the struc
tures. 
The array 'column' contains pointers to linked lists that contain information about 
which horizontal strips are connected to a vertical strip. It bas the same structure as the 
array 'row'. 
Both arrays are filled while the interval file is read. 
More information is stored in the array 'rowcontents[2][MAXSTRIPS]'. This array is 
used to detect in an easy manoer how many vias and how many pulldown transistors 
are connected to a horizontal strip. It requires the horizontal strip number as second 
index, and the first index determines whether the number of vias (index = 0), or the 
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number of pulldowns (index = 1) is selected. This array is also filled while the interval 
file is read. 
With these three arrays, the program determines which vertical strips need a pullup 
transistor for proper functioning. The result of this action is stored in the array 
'puplaced[vintnr]'. A '-1' is assigned to 'puplaced[vintnr]' for every vertical strip with 
number 'vintnr' that is connected toa horizontal strip with one or more pulldowns. All 
vertical strips marked with a '-1' in the array 'puplaced' require a pull up transistor. 

8.3 Determination of suitable places for pullup rows 

After the vertical strips needing a pullup have been marked, the rows must be deter
mined in which pullups can be placed so that a minimum number of extra rows is 
needed, while all vertical strips needing a pullup, get one. 
Because the extra row in which the pullups are placed, is also used for conneetion of 
the horizontal ground strip with the top sides of the vertical ground strips, the Iayout 
must always have a row of pullups at the top of it. All vertical strips that can be con
nected to a pull up in this row are marked with a '2' in the array 'puplaced'. Vertical 
strips that are connected by a horizontal strip with two vias to a vertical strip already 
marked, are marked with a '3'. In this way the program knows that these vertical strips 
don't have to be examined again. This situation of two vertical strips connected 
together by a horizontal strip with two vias is not generated by the program that reads 
the logic file yet, but it is supported for possible future expansion. 
Now, the program starts looking downward from the top of the layout to the first vert
ical strip marked with a '-1' in the array 'puplaced' that can be connected to a pull up. 
From the top y-position of this vertical strip down, all strips having a '-1' in the array 
'puplaced' are examined. Of all strips that can be connected to a pullup at the present 
y-position, the first one is searched that can't be connected to a pullup at the next y
position again. The bottorn position of this strip is the position at which a new row of 
pullups must be placed, because otherwise this strip can't be connected to a pullup. By 
delaying the insertion of a row of pullups as long as possible, an minimum amount of 
pullup rows is guaranteed. 
The vertical strips that can be connected to a pull up of this row, are marked in the 
array 'puplaced', and the y-position of the row of pullups to be inserted is stored in the 
array 'pu_rowpos'. From this y-position down, the same search is carried out, until the 
bottorn of the layout is reached and all vertical strips are marked with a '2' or '3' in the 
array 'puplaced'. 
Now, for every two columns a graph is built, and the maximum bipartite matching 
algorithm is executed to distribute pullups over the extra rows in such a way that as 
less adjacent pullups as possible are placed in the same row. 
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9. THE MAXIMUM BIPARTITE MATCHING ALGORITHM 

9.1 Introduetion 

The maximum bipartite matching algorithm ([HOPKARP73],[WAL87]) works on a 
bipartite graph. Such a graph can be represented as in figure 9.1. 

Figure 9.1. Example bipartite graph 

The graph G with vertex set V and edge set E must be finite and undirected 
(without loops, multiple edges or isolated vertices). 
An edge incident with vertices v and w of the graph G = (V,E) is written {v,w}. 
A set M that is a part of E is a matching if no vertex v of V is incident with more than 
one edge in M. A matching of maximum cardinality is called a maximum matching. 
This means that for as many vertices as possible the statement must be valid that it is 
connected with only one other vertex by an edge. If in the graph in picture 1 the left 
vertices are labelect pullups, and the right vertices are labelect rows in which pullups 
may be placed, then construction of a maximum bipartite matching results in every 
pull up being placed in only one row, and every row containing only one pull up, so that 
no two pullups will be adjacent. 
A maximum matching is found by constructins augmentins paths. This is a path from 
a vertex that isn't part of the matching (this is called a free vertex) toanother free ver
tex. This path must have edges being alternately part of the matching and not part of 
the matching, so alternately in E - M and in E. 
If a new matching is constructed by making edges part of the matching that were not, 
and edges that were not making part of the matching, a new matching is constructed 
with two extra vertices. In this way the matching can be extended. If no more aug
mentins paths can be constructed, a maximum matching has been found. A proof of 
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this can be found in ([HOPKARP73]). 

9.2 data structure of the graph 

The maximum bipartite matching algorithm is applied to every two adjacent columns 
in the weinberger array. First, a graph must be constructed for these two columns. This 
graph should contain the pullups that are needed for the vertical strips in the two 
columns, and the rows in which the pullups may be placed. If a pullup may be placed 
in row 1, 2 and 3, for example, an edge must exist from the vertex representing the 
pull up to the vertex representing row 1, the vertex representing row 2 and the vertex 
representing row 3, and three edges must exist from the row vertices to the pullup. 
The vertices and edges are numbered. Vertices l..'maxpullupnr' represent the pullup 
transistors, the rest of the vertices represent the allowed y-positions. The data struc
ture that represents the graph consists of two arrays. One array ('iu') stores for every 
vertex the edge with the lowest number teaving this vertex. 
The other array ('u') stores for every edge the vertex it ends at. 
In this way, the graph from figure 9.1 can be storedas follows: 

T ABLE 1. Data structure for the graph in figure 9 .I 

V 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

iu[v] 

1 
3 
5 
6 
8 
10 

e 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

u[e] 

4 
5 
5 
6 
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 

Before the data structure is built, the number of pullups that is needed in the two 
columns, is counted, and the highest and lowest allowed y-position is calcu1ated. Even 
if y = 4, y = 5 and y = 6 are the allowed y-positions, for examp1e, these positions can 
be represented in the graph by vertices with arbitrary other numbers. For this reason, a 
mapping from graph vertex numbers to rea1 y-positions must be provided. 
Besides, a mapping from vertex numbers that represent a pullup to the strip numbers 
of the strips the pullups are connected to must be stored. 
Both mappings are stored in an array 'xp'. 'Xp[ l..maxpullups]' contains for every ver
tex number (l .. maxpullups) the strip number, and 'xp[maxpullups+l..end]' contains for 
every pullup y-position the real y-coordinate. 
During the algorithm the array 'partner' is filled. This contains after the execution of 
the algorithm the matching: partner[x] = y means that the pullup with vertex number x 
is placed at the position with vertex number y. 

9.3 Examp1e 

With the example graph given in figure 9.1 the a1gorithm will be demonstrated now. 
The a1gorithm will start at a free vertex. Initially, this will be the vertex with number 
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1. The edge with the lowest number (I) teaving this vertex is examined. Now, an aug
menting path is constructed. The vertex at the other side of edge 1 is a free vertex, so 
an augmenting path has been found. The matching is stored: partner[ I] = 4 and 
partner[4] = 1, and the number of free vertices is decremented with 2. Now, the next 
free vertex is searched. This is the vertex with number 2. Again the edge with the 
1owest number 1eaving the vertex is examined. This is the edge with number 3. The 
vertex at the end of this edge is a free vertex, so a new augmenting is found. Partner[2] 
= 5 and partner[5] = 2, and the number of free vertices is decremented with 2. 
The next free vertex found is vertex number 3. The edge 1eaving this vertex points to a 
vertex that is not free. An edge has been found from a free vertex to a vertex that is 
part of the matching. In order to be able to follow the path backwards later, an array 
'ante' is filled with the predecessor of the current vertex. So, ante[4] = 3. 
The predecessor of the free vertex that was started from was made the maximum ver
tex number + 1, so that the start vertex can be recognised when following the path 
backwards. 
The partner of the vertex found is now 1ooked at. This is vertex 1. For this vertex the 
same action is done. So, first the edge with the lowest number leaving it, is examined. 
At the end of this edge, a vertex with ante not equal to zero is found. This means that 
that vertex has been examined already. The next edge of vertex 1 is examined. The 
vertex at the end of this edge is not a free vertex, but it has not been examined yet, so 
the end of the augmenting path has notbeen found yet. Ante[5] = 1, and the partner of 
vertex 5 is examined. This is vertex 2. Ante[2] = 5. First, the edge with the lowest 
number leaving vertex 2 is tried. The vertex at the end of this edge has already a 
predecessor, so it has been found already. The next edge is examined. At the end of 
this edge (nr 4) is a free vertex, so an augmenting path has been found. Now the path 
is foliowed backwards, and the new matching is constructed meanwhile. This results in 
making partner[6] = 2, partner[2] = 6, partner[ 1] = 2, partner[2] = I, partner[3] = 4 and 
partner[ 4] = 3. While following the path backwards, the links in 'ante' are made 0. 
After the start vertex has been reached, the number of free nodes is decremented with 
two. In this exampte, the number of free nodes is zero now, so a maximum matching 
has been found. 
Not always an optimum solution is possibie, however. If, for example, vertex I would 
have had onty one edge, pointing to vertex 4, no augmenting path would have been 
found. In that case, the path atready found is foliowed back until the former vertex at 
the teft. At this vertex another attempt is made to extend the augmenting path, by 
examining the next edge teaving this vertex. If all edges teaving this vertex have been 
examined, the path is foliowed back until the former vertex at the left, until finally a 
free node is reached, or the start vertex is reached. In the first case, an augmenting 
path has been found, in the second case, no augmenting path can be found from the 
vertex started from. In this case, the next free vertex is searched and an attempt is 
made to construct an augmenting path from this vertex. 
In this way all free vertices are tried. If any nodes are found, from which no augment
ing path can be constructed, an optimum solution is impossible, and the pullups are 
piaced according to the allowed positions, without using the partia1 matching found by 
the algorithm. If the partial matching is used, sometimes not all pullups can be placed 
, so a vatid solution is preferabie in this case. 

One matching has been found, that is optimum according to the algorithm, but impos
sibie in the Iayout. The problem, that arises in this case, can be solved in an easy way, 
however. This will be explained in the next chapter. 
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9.4 Matching with overlapping strips 

In figure 9.2, a pullup for strip number I may be placed at pos1t10n 3 and 4. Strip 
number 2 can be connected to a pullup at position 3 and 4, too. If the matching places 
the pullup for strip I at position 4, and the pullup for strip 2 at position 3, the strips 
overlap, so in the layout the strips would be connected. This problem can be solved by 
scanning the column from the top to the bottom. As soon as overlap is detected, a both 
pullups are swapped, and the problem has been solved. 

l·"''. strip 1 

2 

J ~trip 21 
IMIP 

4 -,:rtrip 1 j 

s 

T""··. strip 2 
6 

Figure 9.2. Overlapping strips 
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10. USING THE WEINBERGER LAYOUT GENERATOR 

10.1 The program 'network' 

The program 'network' can be used in two modes. For a noorplanner, a rough estimate 
of the final layout area can be made. This information is put into the interface file. If 
an interface file is provided by the user, the program can be used to generate an inter
val file. 

In both situations, the program call must contain the options first, foliowed by an 
optional input file name and an optional output file name. If no arguments are given 
bebind 'network' the program shows the argument list that can be used. 

10.2 Generating the interface file 

When used for generating the interface file, the program network must be called as 
follows: 

'network' [-t<techfile>] [-l<comment file>] [<logic file> 1'-'] (<output file>] 

For estimating the used area of the layout, some technology information is needed. 
This information is read from a technology file. If no technology file is specified, the 
program tries to read the the file '/users/theojtechfile'. If this file is not found, an 
error message is generated. If the user wants to use another file, the name of this file 
can be given after the option '-t'. 

The program 'network' can generate a comment file. In this file, information is 
given about the data structure of the program and about allocated memory etc. 
Detected errors will be written to standard error and to the comment file if specified. 
The <logic file> is the input file in which the logic description of the circuit must be 
given. If standard in (stdin) is used as input, the <logic file> can be omitted. If no 
<comment file> is given, and stdin is used for input and stdout is used for output, and 
no piping is used, a'-' must be given as an argument. This is because if no arguments 
were given, the program shows the argument list that can be used. If a'-' is used as an 
argument, the program uses stdin as input and stdout as output. If an <output file> is 
given by the user, the interface file is written to the <output file>, otherwise the inter
face file is written to stdout. 

10.3 Generating the interval file 

If the program 'network' is used for generating the interval file, an interface file must 
be given by the user. The program must be called now as: 

'network' [-t<techfile>] [-l<comment file>] -f<interface file> [<input file> I'-'] (<out
put file>] 

The <input file> is again the logic file that contains the logic description of the circuit. 
If an <output file> is given, the generated interval file is written into this, otherwise, 
stdout is used for output. 

10.4 The program 'folding' 

The folding program was described in [TEEF88]. If the program is called as 'folding' 
without arguments, a list of arguments and options is given. When using 'folding' with 
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the weinberger array generator, two options of the program 'folding' are of impor
tance: 

- the option '-t' must be given. This option causes the program 'folding' to put the 
interval file before the coordinate file that is generated by the 'folding' program. The 
weinberger expects as an input file the combined file of interval- and coordinate file, 
so this option must be used. 

- the option '-p'<algorithm>. This option can be used to specify the kind of placement 
algorithm the program 'folding' uses. Two algorithms are of importance: the 'lin' and 
the 'fast' placement. The 'lin' placement gives a smaller result, but is rather time con
suming. The larger layout. 

10.5 The program 'weinberg' 

The layout generator 'weinberg' is called as follows: 

'weinberg' [-t<tech file>] [-c<compounds file>] [-f<interval file>] [<input file> 1 '-'] 

[<Output file>] 

If no argument list is given, the program shows which arguments and options can be 
used. 

The layout generator needs two technology dependent files. If these are not speci
fied, the program tries to read '/users/theo/techfile' for the technology file, and 
'/users/theo/ldmcompounds' for the compounds file. If other files are used, these 
must be given as arguments with the program call. In this case, the options '-c' and '-t' 
can be used. 

If the option ·-r is used, the result of the folding program is written to a file with 
the name specified in <interval file>. 

The program 'weinberg' uses stdin as input and stdout as output if no <input file> 
or '-'is given as input and no <output file> as output. 

10.6 The total weinberger array generator 

If the three programs are used for generating a weinberger array layout, the input and 
output files can be piped from one program to the next. In this case, the total call is: 

'network' -l<comment file> -f<interface file> <logic file> I ' folding' '-t' I weinberg 
<ldm file> 

if the standard 'Jin' placement algorithm is used and the standard compounds- and 
technology files are used. 
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11. LAYOUT GENERATION RESULTS 

With the weinberger array generator several layouts have been generated of already 
existing circuits. Most of these circuits have been used as benchmarks in [RTP87]. All 
arrays have been generated at a Hewlett Packard HP 9000 UX. 
For some of the circuits the transistor description has been extracted from the layout 
with the extractor in the program 'design_manager', and have been simulated with the 
'SLS simulator' integrated in the 'design_ manager'. A series of signals forming every 
possible combination of ones and zeros have been used as input signals, and the max
imum delay time was examined. The results of these simulations can be found in the 
next table. 

TABLE 1. Delay in the generated weinberger arrays 

circuit- pull- pull- pu+pd width height area max delay 
name downs ups (u) (u) 

rd53 123 74 197 880 711 625680 47 ns 
bcdto7 97 46 143 591 706 417246 33 ns 
9sym 559 348 907 2516 2388 6008208 221 ns 

Three circuits were simulated. rd53 is a circuit found in [RTP87] with 5 inputs and 3 
outputs. The three outputs represent in binary code the number of inputs that are logi
cal 1. 

bcdto7 is a combinatorial circuit \\ith 4 inputs and 7 outputs that converts a 4 bit 
BCD codetoa 7 segment display code. 

9sym is a circuit found in [RTP87] with 9 inputs and 1 output. The output is logica! 
1 if 1 ,2,3 or 7,8 or 9 of the inputs are logica! 1, and the output is logica! 0 if 4,5 or 6 of 
the inputs are 1. 

11.1 Comparison between weinberger array and Standard Cell layout 

Some circuits of which a weinberger array layout was generated, had already been 
generated in Standard Cell implementation, too. 'dk27' is again a circuit found in 
[RTP87], 'shifter' and '1ogop' are both part of a blitter developed at the Design Auto
mation Section at the University of Technology Eindhoven. The sizes of both layouts 
can be compared in the following table. 
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T ABLE 2. we in berger array + Standard Cell layout 

technology circuit- width height area 
name (u) (u) 

Weinberger dk27 948 1104 1,046,592 20% smaller 
Standard Cell dk27 1362 948 1,291,176 
Weinberger shifter 2638 2273 5,996,174 48% smaller 
Standard Cell shifter 2937 3904 11,466,048 
Weinberger log op 3470 3562 12,360,140 12% larger 
Standard Cell log op 3074 3542 10,888,108 

The Standard Cell 1ayouts were generated in cells with a maximum of 4 parallel 
transistors and 4 transistors in series. 

11.2 Relation between the total number of transistors and the layout area 

lt is of importance for a noorplanner program that has to fit the generated weinberger 
array in the layout of a total IC, that the area of the weinberger array is already known 
before the folding is done. Especially for large circuits which consume a lot of CPU 
time during the folding an estimate of the area of the generated layout is desirable. For 
this reason, layouts have been generated from a lot of circuits, to discover an empirical 
relation between the circuit and the area of the generated layout. 

From these observations, a relation between the total number of transistors and the 
area was found. The total number of transistors is almost the same as the number of 
connections between vertical and horizontal strips. The only other connections are the 
terminals, and the vias that are used for terminals at the left and right side of the 
array. Every other via is connected to the output of a gate. Besides, every output of a 
gate contains a pullup transistor, so the number of pullup transistors is almost the same 
as the number of vias. 

First, an attempt was made to fit a straight line through the (total number of 
transistors, area) pairs that had been found. By examining these pairs more closely, a 
quadratic function seemed better. 

At first, a function of the form 'a*x*x+b*x+e' was used. For this function, the c 
coefficient appeared to be a large negative number. This results in negative areas for 
small circuits. So, later, another attempt was made to fit a function of the form 
'al*x*x+bl*x' through the coordinate pairs. The result of this can beseen in the figure 
below. For a and b the following numbers were found (for NMOS technology): a = 
3.89 and b = 2464. This means that for circuits with less than about 633 transistors, the 
linear term (bl*x) dominates, and for circuits with more than 633 transistors, the qua
dratic term (al*x*x). An explanation for this relation must be found in the folding 
algorithm, which is described in [TEEF88]. 

From the relation, the following can be concluded. As long as the Iinear term dom
inates, the effect of folding is clearly visible. If a transistor is added, this is placed at 
the same row, or samecolumn as the former one. 

Forabout 630 transistors or more, folding no Jonger is able to place a new transistor 
in an already existing row or columns. This can be seen as follows. Suppose a layout 
consists of one transistor. Doubling the number of transistors means the area must be 
multiplied by four. This can be thought of as placing the new transistor at the upper 
right corner, if the first was placed at the lower left corner of the array, so both a new 
column and a new row are introduced. 
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TABLE 3. Transistor versus area of generated weinberger arrays 

circuit pull- pull- pu+pd width height area pre- deviation 
name downs ups (u) (u) dicted 

con1 49 31 80 428 547 234116 222082 5.1% 
bcdto7 97 46 143 609 698 425082 432058 - 1.6% 
genie 83 63 146 596 656 390976 442828 -13.3 % 
del 119 69 188 732 695 508740 600970 -18.1 % 
rd53 123 74 197 826 774 639324 636645 0.4% 
dk27 165 102 267 994 1048 1041712 935656 10.2% 
col4 214 138 352 1126 1190 1339940 1350053 - 0.8% 
dc2 272 174 446 1394 1382 1926508 1873859 2.7% 
gcd 399 251 650 2034 1738 3535092 3247397 8.1% 
sao2 442 279 721 2112 1726 3645312 3801486 -4.3% 
9sym 559 348 907 2516 2388 6008208 5439217 9.5% 
shifter 651 354 1005 2638 2273 5996174 6410505 -6.9% 
1ogop 974 540 1514 3470 3562 12360140 12658571 - 2.4% 

All circuits generated with desired aspect ratio 1. 

The area as a function of the tota1 number of transistors can be found in figure 
11.1. A regression parabola has been calculated through these points. The coefficients 
of this parabola were used for an estimation of the size of the layout before the actual 
fo1ding and generation took p1ace. The estimation can also be found in the table, just 
as the deviation of this estimation from the real area. 

1ayout area 

Ie+007 

1000000 

50 100 200 500 1000 
total number of transistors 

Figure 11.1. Area of the layout as a function of the number of transistors 
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11.3 Aspect ratio versus area in the generated weinberger arrays 

For several of the circuits weinberger arrays were generated with different aspect 
ratios to find out whether the desired aspect ratio influences the final area of the 
weinberger array. Another reason for this experiment was to find out how far the 
aspect ratio of the generated layout agreed with the desired. From the results can be 
concluded that for circuits with very large, or very smal! aspect ratios (4 .. , .. 1/4), the 
weinberger array generator respectively slightly enlarges or diminishes the final aspect 
ratio. In narrow and high layouts more rows of pullup transistors can be inserted. This 
results in less pullups being placed adjacently, so that the width of the layout is di min
ished. Because more rows of pullups can be inserted, the layout gets higher, however. 
The same kind of effect can beseen for very wide and low arrays. In this case only one 
or very few pullup rows can be inserted, resulting in more pullups being placed adja
cently. This widens the column distance, and therefore the width of the total array. 

This effect is hard to predict, because it requires knowledge of the total number of 
pullup rows already before the fotding has taken place. 
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TABLE 4. Desired- versus generated aspect ratio 

name desired folding layout width height area pus/pds 
aspect ratio a.r. a.r. 

dk27 0.5 0.60 0.60 818 1373 1123114 1.62 
1.0 1.00 0.95 994 1048 1041712 
2.0 2.08 2.06 1373 666 914418 

con1 0.33 0.74 0.67 402 599 240798 1.58 
0.5 0.88 0.79 440 558 245520 
1.0 0.89 0.78 428 547 234116 
2.0 2.18 2.01 646 322 208012 
3.0 2.20 1.73 610 352 214720 
4.0 2.00 1.63 604 370 223480 

rd53 0.25 0.55 0.56 626 1116 698616 1.66 
0.33 0.55 0.58 658 1137 748146 
0.5 0.57 0.59 644 1090 701960 
1.0 1.03 1.07 826 774 639324 
2.0 1.52 1.33 918 690 633420 
3.0 1.90 1.67 1078 646 696388 
4.0 3.41 4.09 1611 394 634734 
5.0 3.59 4.29 1706 398 678988 

del 0.25 0.48 0.46 532 1155 614460 1.72 
0.33 0.37 0.40 500 1247 623500 
0.5 0.57 0.58 588 1008 592704 
1.0 0.96 1.05 732 695 508740 
2.0 1.57 1.51 909 602 547218 
3.0 1.76 1.87 996 534 531864 
4.0 2.14 2.43 1212 498 603576 

genie 0.17 0.17 0.17 328 1845 605160 1.32 
0.20 0.29 0.25 346 1411 488206 
0.25 0.27 0.27 370 1363 504310 
0.33 0.41 0.40 430 1076 462680 
0.5 0.59 0.53 480 898 431040 
1.0 1.05 0.91 596 656 390976 
2.0 2.07 1.75 856 490 419440 
3.0 2.38 1.93 890 462 411180 
4.0 3.27 2.55 984 386 379824 
5.0 5.22 5.45 1362 250 340500 
6.0 5.67 5.79 1424 246 350304 
7.0 5.11 5.11 1285 298 382930 
8.0 5.78 5.84 1438 246 353748 

bcdto7 0.33 0.61 0.62 516 827 426732 2.11 
0.5 0.69 0.69 536 774 414864 
1.0 0.88 0.87 609 698 425082 
2.0 1.35 1.27 724 568 411232 
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All circuits were specified with the terminals at the top side of the array. 
The circuit 'genie' was presented in [DEY A86]. 

From the data in the previous table might be concluded that the layout generator 
slightly diminishes the aspect ratio compared to the aspect ratio after the folding for 
aspect ratios smaller than I, and slightly enlarges it for aspect ratios larger than I. 
Also, the area tends to enlarge if the aspect ratio is chosen smaller. If the aspect ratio is 
chosen smaller, more rows of pullups can be inserted. This means that less pullups will 
be placed adjacently, so the layout gets less wide, but the height increases more 
rapidly, so the area increases. 
Mostly the desired aspect ratio is not achieved for small or large aspect ratios. This is 
caused by the folding program. The main objective of the folding program is to dimin
ish the area, so if a smaller area can be obtained at the cost of a better aspect ratio, this 
is done. Figures from the desired versus the obtained aspect ratio and the desired 
aspect ratio versus the area can be found below . 
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Figure 11.2. aspect ratio control of rd53 
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Figure 11.3. aspect ratio control of genie 
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Figure 11.5. aspect ratio control of del 

11.4 Hand made layout versus weinberger array layout 
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A comparison is made between a layout of a master slave jk flipflop, designed by hand 
some years ago, and an automatically generated weinberger array implementation of it. 

There's a difference between both layouts, however. The hand made flipflop con
sists of NAND gates with transistors having different W /L ratios whereas the wein
berger array contains only NOR gates. But the logic function of both flipflops is the 
same. In figure 11.6 three layouts can be seen. The upper right figure is the hand made 
layout. The bottorn right figure is the weinberger array implementation of it with the 
terminals at the same sides and in the same order. In the upper left layout, the termi
nals we re placed more conveniently for the weinberger array generator, so the total 
area of the layout is smaller. The sizes of the three layouts are 258 X 296, 322 X 267 
and 307 X 249 for the upper left, upper right and bottorn right layout respectively. In 
area this means 76368, 85974 and 76443. Compared with the hand made layout the 
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weinberger array with the same terminal positions is a bout 12 % larger, and the other 
weinberger array is almost as large. 

I!M!l 

I ;J 
• 

I 11 I""' ~u 
I ... il 

~· 
.u - l\ll1d Jk- ff 

wlrtlerQOF nor J k • ff I 

.. trarQOF ,_ Jk • 11 2 

Figure 11.6. Hand made jkff and weinberger array jkffs 

T ABLE S. Comparison between hand made and weinberger layout ms jk ff 

width height area· diff. max delay 

hand made 307 249 76443 0 25 ns 
weinb. 1 258 296 76368 0 15.1 ns 
weinb. 2 280 301 84280 +12% 15.0 ns 

The weinberger array was generated with the following input file . 

. module jkffnor; 

.inputs j k cl mr; 

.outputs q nq; 

.intermediates j I' k I' j2' k2' j3' k3' cl' j4' k4' ; 

jl' : -(-j+q); 
k 1' : -(k+nq); 
j2' : -(cl'+k2'); 
k2' : -(cl'+jl'+kl'); 
j3' : -(j2'+k3'); 
k3' : -(j3'+k2'+mr); 
cl' :-cl; 
j4' : -(j3'+el); 
k4' : -(k3'+el); 
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nq : -(j4'+q); 
q : -(nq+k4'+mr); 

11.5 Functions with many terms using the same variabie 

During the generation of weinberger arrays a circuit was found of which the aspect 
ratio almost couldn't be changed. Closer examination of the layout showed that this 
was caused by two facts. First, very large logic functions were used, that means, with 
many terms at the right side of the formula. This results in long horizontal strips with a 
lot of pulldowns, so with a lot of connections with vertical inputs. This means the vert
ical strips can be interchanged, but this doesn't diminish the length of the horizontal 
strip. 

Further, the terms consisted all of almost the same input varia bles. This means that 
a vertical strip with that variabie drives a lot of pulldown transistor gates. This also 
results in a long strip, which can't be shorted by folding. 

Both effects mean that the aspect ratio of the circuit will be hard to change by 
folding, because it is almost totally determined by the circuit. The effect can be 
'predicted' by examining the pulldownjpullup ratio. This ratio is large if the same 
input variables are used very many times, because every time a variabie is used, a pull
down transistor is needed. Circuits with large pulldownjpullup ratios are hard to fold. 
'Four' contains for example 209 pulldowns and 64 pullups, resulting in a pdjpu ratio of 
3.26. 
The input file and the layout of this example can be found below. For better control of 
the final layout, intermediates might be introduced, for example by using a logic 
decomposition program . 

. module four; 

.inputs a b c d; 

.outputs Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F8; 
Fl :abc' d'+ a b c' d+ abc d'+ abc d; 
F2 : a b' c' d'+ a b' c' d+ a b' c d'+ a b' cd+ a b c d'+ a b c d; 
F3: a' b cd'+ a' b cd+ a b' cd'+ a b' cd+ abc' d+ abc d; 
F4 : a' b c' d'+ a' b c' d+ a' b c d+ a b' c' d+ a b' c d+ a b c' d'; 
F5 : a' b' c d+ a' b c' d+ a b' c d+ a b c' d; 
F6 : a' b' c d'+ a' b cd'+ a b' c d'+ a b cd'; 
F8 : a' b' c' d+ a' b' cd+ a' b c' d+ a' b cd+ a b' c' d+ a b' c d+ a b c' d+ a b c d; 
a' :-a; 
b': -b; 
c': -c; 
d': -d; 
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Figure 11.7. Weinberger array layout of 'four' 
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12. CONCLUSIONS 

Some conclusions about the programs 'network' and 'weinberg' are: 

- Especially the fact that parts of a function are mapped to nors already before the 
whole function has been read, makes the parser description quite difficult. Sometimes 
inverters must be removed that have been inserted inside a parentheses pair, as soon as 
the ')' has been recognised. 
Maybe an easier parser description could have been obtained, if a new data structure 
had been chosen. Now, a new syntax has been used, whereas the data structure has not 
been changed. 

- The area of the generated layout is almost a square function of the total number of 
transistors. (At least in NMOS technology.) Because of this an estimate of the area of 
the layout can be made already before the fotding is done. 

- The generation of weinberger arrays is especially useful for not too large layouts. For 
large layouts, the fotding takes very much time. (The placement algorithm 'lin' is about 
quadratic in max(number of vertical strips, number of horizontal strips). 

- A suggestion for an extension to the layout generator was to imptement an option 
that makes the program generate either a small or a high- speed layout. This could be 
realised by changing the channel lengths and widths of the generated transistors. This 
is quite a problem, ho wever, because the transistors are read from the compound file, 
so in this case the program should in some way be able to determine by what layout 
elements from a compound the transistor channel is formed. Another possibility would 
be to design two compound files, one with small transistors, and another one with fast 
transistors. 

- A master slave jk flipflop has been generated as a weinberger array layout. The 
resulting layout was about 12% larger than a hand-made layout if the same pin posi
tions were specified. If more convenient pin positions were specified for the wein
berger array, the generated layout was even as small as the hand made layout. The 
hand made layout consisted of NAND gates, the automatically generated layout of 
NOR gates. 

- Some circuits that already had been implemented in Standard Cell technology were 
compared with weinberger array versions. The weinberger arrays were in general 
about 20 % smaller in area. 

- The desired aspect ratio may influence the area of the layout. Besides, if a very small 
or very large aspect ratio is desired, layout generation extra reduces or enlarges the 
aspect ratio. If a very wide and very low layout is desired, often only one row of 
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pullups can be placed. In this way pullups are placed adjacently, so the layout will 
become extra wide. 
If a very high and very narrow layout is desired, more rows of pullups can be placed, 
so the maximum bipartite matching algorithm will have more chance to find an 
optimum solution. This means that the layout will become narrower. If more rows of 
pullups are placed, this also means that the height of the layout will be enlarged. 
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APPENDIX 1: FUNCTION HEADERS AND DESCRIPTIONS 

FUNCTIONS OF THE PROGRAM NETWORK 

The headers of the functions of the program 'network' will be described now. Only the 
functions that have been added to the original version of the program wil! be 
descri bed. 

THE MODULE OPST ACK 

This module is used in the parser for building a stack of operation numbers. 

l'oid push(op) 
The operation with number op is pushed at the top of the stack. The global variabie 
topofstack points to the top of the stack. 

pop() 
This function pops an operation number from the top of the stack and returns it. If the 
stack is empty, zero is returned. 

top() 
This function returns the value at the top of the stack. A copy of the top of the stack is 
made, so the stack remains unchanged. 

THE MODULE WRT INTERF 

This module generates an interface file if the program is used in this mode. An esti
mate of the area of the final layout is made, and pin definitions are generated. Pin 
positions are declared between 0 and 4. 

l'oid wrt_interf(argl') 
This function writes the interface file with the name given by the user at the cammand 
line. 

THE MODULE ENDGATE 

This module already existed in the original version of the program. It reduces the 
nestlist by one gate, maps the gate to a nor and returns the output of the gate. A new 
function in the module is rminverter. 

l'Oid rminl'erter(thissymbol) 
If an inverter has been included by the function endgate that must be removed after
wards, this is done by the function rminverter. Thissymbol points to the symbol of 
which the inverter must be removed. 
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THE MODULE TECHFILE RD 

This is a new module that reads from the technology file also used by the layout gen
erator some constants that are needed for estimating the area of the layout that wiJl be 
generated. 

Yoid techfile rd() 
reads from the file with file pointer techdir the necessary constants for generation of 
the interface file. 

THE MODULE TRANSCOUNT 

This module is used for statistica! purposes. If a new technology will be used, a relation 
between the total number of transistors and the size of the generated layout must be 
found. The number of transistors is counted by this module. 

Yold ent trans() 
This function counts for every symbol from the hashtable the number of transistors it 
contains. 

Yoid count p transistors(p) 
This function-counts the inputs of symbol p, which are pulldown transistors, and the 
vias of outputs and intermediates, which are an approximation for the number of pull
ups. 

THE MODULE STRIPPARS 

Before a logic formula is read by lex, redundant parentheses are removed from it. So a 
function 'd: -(-((-(a+b+e))))' is reduced to '-(a+b+e)'. 

char glYechar() 
This function is called by lex. 1t returns a character from the input file. Normally the 
function 'input()' from lex calls the standard function 'ge te', but this one has been 
replaced by 'givechar', that reads a line from the input line, removes redundant 
parentheses, and returns the line character by character. It calls the function 

texttostring() 
This function reads a line from the input file, and calls the functions 

stringtotext() 
This function converts the data structure in which the line read from the input has 
been stored and been stripped from redundant parentheses, back to a string. 

strip pars() 
This is the function that actually removes redundant parentheses from the read line. 
The actionsof it have been described in Chapter 9. 

addnod(nod,ch) Adds the character eh between the character stored in nod and in 
nod->next. 

remoYepreY( nod) 
Removes the character stored in nod->prev from the string. 
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removepair(start,end) Removes the character stored in start->prev and the character 
stored in end->next from the string. It is used if start points at a '(' and end points at a 
')', and start->prev contains also a'(' and end->next also a')'. 

FUNCTIONS OF THE PROGRAM WEINBERG 

Now all modules and functions of the program 'weinberg' will be described. 

THE MODULE GET ARGS 

This module only contains the function get_args(). 

get_args() 
This function processes the command line arguments and opens the input and output 
files. If files can't be opened, error messages are generated. 

THE MODULE READCOMPOUND 

void readcompound() 
Reads the compound file into the data structure already described. It also calls the 
function 'readtechfile()' that will bedescribed later. 

int boundarynumber(boundaryname) 
If a strip in the interval file bas a string that doesn't consist of numbers, it probably is 
a boundary strip. This function converts the strip name, stored in boundaryname to a 
number if the name is of a boundarystrip indeed. 

declareglobalarrays() 
In this function, the global arrays are allocated dynamically. 

THE MODULE BUILD DAT A 

This module reads the interval and coordinate file, and stores it in a temporary data 
structure. 

void saveinputfile() 
This function reads both interval and coordinate file, and calls the function 'buil
dinttree()', that builds the data structure in which the information of both files is 
stored. Later this data structure is converted to the right data structure the program 
works with. 
The function calls the function 'declareglobalarrays()'. 

NODE *buildinttree(p, vint,hint,typenr ,name) 
This function builds the tree that contains the information read from the interval and 
coordinate file. If the information is read from the interval file, the vertical strip with 
number vint, the horizontal strip with number hint, and the element that connects both 
strips with type number typenr and probably the terminal name name (if the element is 
a terminal) is added to the tree. If information from the coordinate file is to be stored, 
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the strip number is stored in vint, the strip position is stored in hint, and typnr is used 
to distinguish between vertical or horizontal strips. 

void build data() 
This function reads the tree built by the function 'saveinput', converts the information 
from the coordinate file to the array 'conv' and inserts the information from the inter
val file in the array 'weinberg'. This method is used because the arrays 'conv' and 
'weinberg' are allocated dynamically, so first the size must be determined by from the 
interval and coordinate file, before the information can be stored in the arrays. But 
because the interval and coordinate file have been piped from the fotding program, all 
information can be read only once, so is has to be stored somewhere before it can be 
stored in the arrays the program uses. 

readin ttree(p) 
This function is called by the function 'build_data()' to read an element from the 
interval tree. 

dra wtree( p) 
This function is used for test purposes. It prints the interval tree that has been built. 

THE MODULE WRITEFILES 

This module contains all functions that write data to any file. 

writecompound(name,x,y,mirror) 
This function writes a compound call from the element name at coordinates (x,y) to 
the layout file. If mirror is 1, the element is mirrored. 

writebox(layernr ,Ie,ri,bo,to) 
This function writes a box in layer with number layernr and upper left coordinate 
(le,to) and bottorn right coordinate (ri,bo) to the layout file. 

writeterminal(x,y,xco,yco,termna,termnr) 
This function is called if a terminal must be written to the Iayout file. The terminal is 
called at position (xco,yco ), and has terminal name termna. X and y are used to deter
mine whether the terminal is at the layout boundary. Three kinds of terminals can be 
generated. First, the terminals at the supply and ground strips. These are placed at the 
leftand right side of the array, and are numbered with termnr. Terminals at the signa! 
strips can be placed at any boundary of the array. Terminals that are placed at the top 
and bottorn boundary are generated in polysilicon, signa! terminals at the left and right 
side of the array contain a via, so that they can be connected both to a metal or polysil
icon strip. 

writearray() 
This function is fortest purposes only. It prints the contentsof the array 'weinberg'. 

THE MODULE FUNCTJONS 

scanarray() This function fills extracts the information about the vertical and horizon
tal strips from the elements already placed in the array two elements connected to the 
same strip with type number 7 for horizontal or 8 for vertical strips, and with the right 
strip number. 
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struct number *build(p,i) 
This function is used for building the data structure 'row' and 'column' that contain 
the information about which vertical strips are connected to a horizontal strip and 
which horizontal strips are connected to a vertical strip. 

startweinbergcompound() 
This function writes the modelstart line of the weinberger array compound to the lay
out file. 

eodweiobergcompouod() 
This function writes the modelend line of the weinberger array compound to the lay
out file. 

THE MODULE COMPUTEPOS 

This module contains all functions that are used for calculation of the coordinates at 
which the elements of the weinberger array will be placed. 

int xdistaoce(typeorl ,typeor2,index) 
This function returns the horizontal distance that should be kept between an element 
with typenrl and typenr2. lt uses index to distinguish between the situation of the two 
elements being connected at the same horizontal strip or not, and between the situation 
that the two elements are separated by a vertical ground strip or not. The function 
directly uses the data structure in which the information from the distance file has 
been stored. 

lot ydistance(typeorl ,typeor2,iodex) 
This function does the same as 'xdistance', but now for the vertical distance between 
two elements. 

int fiodyioterval(x,y) 
This function determines whether a vertical strip crosses (x,y). If it does, typenr = 8 is 
returned, otherwise, typenr = 0 is returned. This function is called by the function 
'computeminwidth()'. 
(If for example the left column contains an element with type number 7 (horizontal 
strip), it is possible that a vertical and/or a horizontal strip crosses the left column at 
this height. (type numbers 7 and 8 are only inserted if no other element is at a position 
in the array, but if a crossing of two strips without any element is found, the element 
number can be either 7 or 8). The function 'findyinterval(x,y)' returns a 8 if indeed 
the left column contains a vertical strip, and a 0 if it doesn't.) 

int findxioterval(x,y) 
determines whether a horizontal strip crosses (x,y) in the same way as 

computeminwidth(x) 
This function calculates the minimum horizontal distance that must be kept between 
the columns at horizontal coordinate x and x+l. For this calculation both columns are 
scanned from top to bottom, and the distance between every two elements in the same 
row is calculated with the function 'xdistance()'. 

computeabsx() 
the array 'weinberg'. This is achieved by calculating the distances between the columns 
for every two columns. The absolute x-coordinate is assigned to the .xco fields of 
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every node containing an element in the array 'weinberg'. 

abslargest(nrl ,nr2) 
delermines the largestof nrl and nr2 in absolute value. 

computeminheight(y) 
calculates the distance between the row at vertical coordinate y and at y-1. 

computeabsy() 
calculates the absolute y-coordinate of every row in the array an element in the array 
'weinberg'. Also the array 'pu_rowpos' is filled with the absolute y-coordinates at 
which the pullups must be placed later. 

THE MODULE READTECHFILE 

l'Oid readtechfile() 
reads the technology file. This file contains information about the dimensions of the 
strips and the distances between the elements. 

THE MODULE MAXMATCH 

This module is used for the pullup placement. It builcts a bipartite graph for every two 
columns and executes the maximum bipartite matching algorithm at this graph. 

l'Oid makegraph(x) 
builds the bipartite graph containing the pullups necessary in the columns at x and X+l 
and executes the maximum bipartite matching algorithm. This results in a pullup 
placement. It calls the function 

l'Oid maxmatch() 
This function calls the function 'addpullups()' to calculate the rows at which a pullup 
can be placed, and calls the function 

addpullups() 
The function 'addpullups()' performs a linear scan over the array for pullup placement. 

findl'int( Yint,maxpullups) 
This function returns the number of a pullup that is connected to the vertical strip 
with number vint. It is used by the function 

swapol'erlaps( x,maxpullups) 
This function searches vertical strips in column x that will overlap as soon as pullups 
are connected to them. This problem has been described in the chapter about the max
imum matching algorithm. The function swaps the vertical stip numbers of the two 
pullups causing the overlap. 

THE MODULEPU PLACING 

This module contains functions that are used to determine between which rows of the 
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array 'weinberg' rows of pullups may be inserted. 

int vintfound(x,y,vint) 
Determines whether the vertical strip with number vint is found at position (x,y) of 
the array 'weinberg'. 

int connectable(x,y,vint) 
Returns 1 if a pullup is connectable to the vertical strip with number vint at (x,y). 
Otherwise, a 0 is returned. 

int legalposition(y) 
This function determines whether vertical position y is a pullup row position. 

int computeminmax(x,min,max,vint) 
This function calculates the minimum and maximum position at which a pullup for the 
vertical strip with number vint can be placed in the column with horizontal position x. 
The value for min and max is used as index in the array 'pu rowpos', so it is not a 
relative nor an absolute y-position in the array 'weinberg'. -

pullupconnectable(x,y,vint) 
determines if a pullup can be connected to strip vint in column x at vertical position y 
or lower (position larger than y). This is possible if the element at the position has 
vertical strip number vint and isn't a terminal or a pullup, or doesn't contain any ele
ment at all. 

se are h begin( starty) 
searches the first y position at which a vertical strip needing a pullup can be connected 
to one. 

se are hend(starty) 
Starts searching from y position 'starty' down until the first strip is found that can't be 
connected to a pullup. The y-position at which this happens is returned. 

choosepugroup(y) 
Finds a y position at which a row of pullups must be inserted in the array 'weinberg'. 

markcandidates() 
marks all vertical strips needing a pullup transistor in the array in the array. 

THE MODULE PLACE 

This module contains all functions that place compound calls and boxes in the layout 
file. Several functions from the module 'writefiles' are called. 

placecompounds() 
places a compound call for every element in the 'weinberg' array. 

placehgroundstrip(bo,termnr) 
places the horizontal ground strip in a pullup row with terminals at both sides. 

int pulldownfound(x,oldy,y) 
returns I if a pulldown is found in column x between oldy and y. This is used if the 
program 'weinberg' is called with the option '-e'. In this case vertical ground strips are 
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only placed if a pulldown is connected to it. 

placegroundstrips() 
This function is called to place all vertical ground strips and the ground contacts at the 
top of them to conneet them with the horizontal ground strips. 

placesupplystrips() 
places the horizontal supply strips in the pullup rows and generates a terminal at the 
left and right side of them. 

placeintervals() 
This function places all the vertical and horizontal strips in the layout file. 

THE MODULE ERROR 

The module error contains the function 'error()'. 

error( format_string, arg_list ) 
prints error messages on stdout and at stderr. If the message string ends with !, a pro
gram exit is performed. 

THE MODULE ST ATS 

This module contains some functions fortest purposes only. 

writepullups() 
prints the contents of the array 'pu _placed'. 

writetechfile() 
prints the contents of the data structures that contain the information from the tech
file. 

THE MODULE MAIN 

This module contains the body of the weinberger array layout generator. 

main(argc,argv) 
eaUs the various functions that generate the weinberger array layout. 
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